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COPYRIGHT USE PERMISSION AND NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSE AGREEMENT 

 

I, __________________________________ ________ (First, Middle Initial, and Last Name), am currently 

enrolled in or will be enrolled in classes affiliated with the “Hines College of Architecture and Design” 

and/or the “University of Houston System” (collectively, “UH”), as a student, during at least a portion of 

the 12-month period beginning August 11, 2022 and ending August 10, 2023 (SCHOOL YEAR).  

I recognize that at various times during the SCHOOL YEAR I may individually or as part of a group 

or joint participation, create various works or expressions related to my enrollment in which I may 

individually own copyright or jointly share copyright ownership interest (collectively, WORKS).   

 At various times during or after expiration of the SCHOOL YEAR, one or more official 

representatives or employees of UH may select certain WORKS to display, use, publish, or recreate, in 

original or modified form, all of or portions of such WORKS, for academic teaching purposes and/or non-

academic purposes such as but not limited to commercial and non-commercial purposes, public display 

or broadcast, advertising, promotion of UH, contests, creation of textbooks, creation of derivative works, 

videos, podcasts, and other purposes potentially beneficial or gainful for UH, (collectively, USE).   

 In exchange for UH properly crediting my copyright interest in the selected certain WORKS and 

for potential opportunity to have such WORKS possibly gainfully used by UH, I HEREBY GRANT to UH, 

a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license for USE of and limited possession of my 

selected WORKS (GRANT), this GRANT including additionally  

(a) the right to grant sublicenses by UH if needed to accomplish purposes for the USE; 

(b) regarding the selected WORKS incorporated within or upon a distinct article(s) or chattel(s), or 

comprising a distinct article(s) or chattel(s), such as a painting on a movable or non-fixed 

surface or canvas, a sculpture, statues, construction, model, diorama, three-dimensional 

printed object, fabrication, and similar chattel or distinct article, the GRANT further comprises 

the right of exclusive possession and control of such WORKS by UH for USE by UH so long as UH 

shall desire to maintain such possession and control, provided that, (i) when UH no longer 

desires to maintain such possession and control, UH shall return possession and control of such 

WORKS to me, and (ii) this grant of right of possession and control by UH is contingent that UH 

shall not sell, encumber, dispose of, or otherwise relinquish possession and control of such 

selected WORKS without my express written permission for the same.    
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 I understand that subject to the above GRANT and terms therewith, my copyright ownership 

interest in the WORKS remains vested with me and I understand that this GRANT is not intended to 

otherwise limit or interfere with my own copyright-related rights, uses, permissions, or other licenses 

pertaining to the WORKS.  By way of my signature below and in acknowledgement by UH of 

acceptance of the terms set forth herein by UH, I hereby freely agree to and make this Grant 

to UH.   

 

 

________________________________________           DATE: __________________________ 

STUDENT SIGNATURE 

 

________________________________________            

PRINTED LEGAL NAME 

 


